Euro H1 GS1 Pallet : The range
7842.001

7843.003

Ext. (mm)
Weight (Kg)
Stacked height (mm)
Static load (Kg)
Dynamic load (Kg)
Racking load (Kg)

1200 x 800 x 166
18
159
5000
1250
850

3 runners, 7mm safety rim and location
aids

Ext. (mm)
Weight (Kg)
Stacked height (mm)
Static load (Kg)
Dynamic load (Kg)
Racking load (Kg)

1200 x 800 x 160
18
160
5000
1250
850

Schoeller Allibert
Returnable Plastic
Packaging Solutions

3 runners without safety rim

7842.002
Ext. (mm)
Weight (Kg)
Stacked height (mm)
Static load (Kg)
Dynamic load (Kg)
Racking load (Kg)

1200 x 1000 x 166
23.9
159
5000
1250
850

Euro H1 GS1 Pallet

3 runners and 7mm safety rim

Centring blocks:

7 mm rim on 4 sides on the top deck:

Smooth closed runners:

This version of top deck holds E boxes in
place, allow robotized pallet filling and
promotes airflow between crates.

Prevent the load from slipping and
ensure stability of empty stacked pallets
on return trips.

3 runners to ensure racking capacity.
Works seamlessly on conveyors.
Compatible with tipping forklift trucks.
Easy to clean. No dirt retention.

Innovating your logistics for a better world

Please visit our website
www.schoellerallibert.com

In line with its policy of continuous development, Schoeller Allibert reserve the right to amend product specifications described in this
catalogue without prior notice. Most of products are protected by patent, registered design or copyright. Texts, characteristics, pictures
and plans are not contractual. Updated 10/2021.

Detailed features

Innovating your logistics for a better world

Euro H1 : meets the logistics needs of all fresh products
Hygienic, Standard and Safe

Hygienic
The meat and food supply chain standard pallet.
Ventilated-smooth welded runners – easy to clean.

Secure loads
7 mm rim prevents loads and boxes from slipping. Centring blocks
on the GS1 certified version enable “E”series meat boxes and
Euronorm containers to be both separated and firmly held in
place, and allows full layers of boxes to be palletised at the same
time.

Food contact certified.
Made in deep-freeze resistant virgin HDPE.

Fast cooling process
The deck’s ventilated design, combined with
the centring block which separates containers,
promotes air flow to speed cooling.

Edges also insure stability of empty pallets when stacked.

Outstanding performance

Safe automated handling and racking

With only an 18 kg tare weight, the Euro
H1 can take up to 5000 kg static load, and
1250 kg dynamic load, meeting the toughest
demands of food and non-food industries.

The 3 closed runners are chamfered on both
sides for safe, long term forklift truck handling.
They work seamlessly with most automated
handling systems and speed up conveying.
The H1 pallet is rackable and can take up to
850kg unit load on high bay racks.

Euro H1 GS1
The standard for meat and food
supply chains. Available in 3 different
versions.

Standard and Certified
Tested according to DIN EN ISO 8611-1 and GS1 certified,
meeting the toughest international standards.
Compatible with existing H1 pallet fleets on the market.

Customization and tracking
Secure your pallet fleet, increase management efficiency
and enhance brand awareness.
Recessed zones for self-adhesive labels on feet.
Inserts for your logo and message on feet.
RFID tags and Barcode label ready for 100% reliable tracking.

